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We know it's summer break and you're thinking what to
do next. Hey, it's summer vacation and vacations are

actually meant for nothing! Just eat, sleep, play and chill,
ye chill literally too :-). 

 
But wait a minute, how can vacations be complete

without some stories and movies too? Aye, aye, you got
the hint, right?

 
So, we are back to make your vacations magical with
stories and story-based activities. How about starting

your vacation with PIRATES?
 

Excited, aren't we? So go ahead, enjoy these activities
and have fun KIDDINGLY.

 
-Love,

Kiddingly



FIVE PIARTES STORIES TO READ

Vacations, Books & Pirates! Now, what's there to
not love? We had a hard time selecting just 5
books for you as there are many good Pirate
books out there. Maybe give these five a try and in
case you loved any of these, go ahead on your
treasure hunt for more such adventurous stories. 
Aye, Aye Captain!
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Ahoy! - Hello
Aye! - Yes
Booty - Treasure
Matey - Shipmate or friend
Hearties - Friends
Avast! - Stop
Blimey! - Something to say when
frustrated
Savvy? - Do you understand?
Shiver me timbers! - Something
to say when you are surprised
Yo-ho-ho - Something to say
when happy
Ye - You
Bilge - Bottom of the ship
Fore - Front of the ship
Port - Left side of the ship
Starboard - Right side of the ship
Buccaneer - Another name for
pirate
Lad - Young man
Lass - Young woman
Scallywag - Someone you don't
trust
Shanty - Song
Cutlass - Pirate's sword
Doubloons - Gold coins
Jolly Roger - The flag of a pirate
ship
Hornswaggle - Cheat someone
Marooned - To get stuck on a
desert island
Weigh Anchor - Get the ship
ready to sail

TALK LIKE A PIRATE
Ahoy or Aye? How to say hello like a Pirate? Would you like to learn how Pirates
talk? We hear you :-). Here're some fun words from Pirate Land for you. 
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THE PIRATE CROSSWORD

Now that we have learnt how do Pirates speak, do we try some Pirate crossword too? So,
here is a puzzle for you to solve. Hint - The words are from the Pirate dictionary that we
gave you on page 4. Try it out and don't forget to mail your answer to
underthatguavatree@gmail.com. We will be publishing the answers on our site in the 1st
week of June 2019.

(c)Kiddingly
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TIME FOR

SOME PIR-ART

 

Art with Pirate theme? Now what do
we call that? 
 
How about "Pir-Art"? 
 
Sounds good? Awesome! So let's try
some Pir-Arts.
 
Sharing some diy bookmark ideas for
you to try. In case you love coloring,
we are also sharing few sheets for
you. Just print these and fill them up
with your favorite colours. Hey don't
forget to mail us your "Pir-Art" at
underthatguavatree@gmail.com 



Printable Bookmarks
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Draw & paint
bookmark of your

choice.

Recommended size for
cutting paper to create

a bookmark:
 
 2" x 7" or 3" x 8"

DIY Bookmarks
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STEP BY STEP TUTORIAL TO DRAW A PIRATE

Would you like to learn on how to draw a pirate of your own? Here're
step by step instructions to draw your favorite girl or boy pirate. Go
ahead and give these a try and don't forget to mail us your version of
Pirates to underthatguavatree@gmail.com 

(c)Kiddingly

(c)Kiddingly
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(c)Kiddingly

(c)Kiddingly
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Color this Pirate Land with your favorite colors
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WRITING PROMPT

Done with reading some Pirate stories? How about writing your own story using
some of those fun words. Here is a writing prompt for you, we would love to see
how you shape up a story using these lines.

I was on a cruise with my family and
suddenly I saw a ship that looked very
different from anything that I had seen till
now. There were loud music, red flags and
some people with hats dancing all around. 

THE DAY I MET A PIRATE

Name:                                           Age:                
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The first day of Summer vacation, John’s mother started packing for his trip to Albany where John’s
grandparents live. She packed everything required for his 5-day long trip especially donuts in his food and

drinks box. Little John loved donuts and he has a habit of eating at least one donut in a day. If he didn't get a
donut, he cries so much that no one could handle it except his mother.

 
Box 1: Clothes and accessories.

Box 2: Food and Drinks.
Box 3: Gifts for his friends and Grandparents.

Box 4: Books and Stationary.
 

The ship started early morning and John accompanied his uncle & aunt Chris on their way to Albany. The ship
started sailing, little John was already missing his mom. After an hour while John and Uncle Chris are enjoying

the view, they heard a sound on the other side of the ship, they reached there immediately and were shocked to
see a gang of pirates in a ship. Within no time, pirates entered John’s ship and started robbing. While they were
busy gathering things, a mouse started running behind one of the pirates. John who was basically a naughty kid

tried to catch the mouse and in the process of catching it he made the pirate and Mr.Chris fell on the floor.
"Ouch"! Screamed the pirate. And Mr.Chris's navigator fell into the water. 

 
Irritated with John’s act, the pirate threw the food and drinks box he was holding onto their ship with force. But

the box sunk into the water instead of landing on the other ship. Suddenly John saw some blood on the floor
and he realized Pirate's leg was bleeding. The Pirate was angry, very angry with John. John was scared but he
still took the handkerchief out from his pocket and handed it to the pirate. The Pirate gave him an angry gaze
but took the handkerchief and tied it tightly around his leg. After sometime, the bleeding stopped. The pirate

had come to steal and rob the people on the ship but now he was left with no energy to even walk or do
anything. 

Few hours passed, and it was time for John’s daily dose of Donut. They found some leftover food in the ship
which all of them had. After finishing his dinner, John started asking everyone in the ship for a Donut. They

couldn’t find one on the ship. The donuts box had sunk into the sea long back. Everyone was sacred to mention
that the pirate threw the boxes in the water. After searching a lot for long, John started crying. The Pirate was

confused, how can someone cry so much for a donut! 
 

But John replied through his tears that he loved Donuts a lot and he liked to eat one everyday. He wants his
donuts now! He asked the pirate innocently, "what mistake the donut had done that the pirate threw it in the

water". His crying got louder an louder as he wanted his DONUUUUUUT!
 

Unbelievable! The pirate shook his head in dismay. He still couldn't believe that someone can love donuts so
much. To add to that he was surprised as well as impressed with John's courage of questioning the Pirate back.

The Pirate tried to get up but his leg hurt. And then he spotted the handkerchief tied on his leg which was of
John. He smiled and told John - "Ahoy Matey! I am impressed with you lad. You are brave and you question
things back. I will give you some donuts that are there on my ship. Thank you for helping me with my pain."

 
John jumped out of joy as he was going to get his favorite donuts. At the same time he was surprised at the

Pirate's gesture. He couldn't believe that Pirates could be good souls too.
 
 

READER'S NOOK
You know nothing makes us more excited than
receiving stories or creative masterpieces by our
readers and little readers. Presenting to you a story
written by Tejaswi who is not so little anymore :-)
but still lives in the wonderland of Doremon and
Shinchan. She loves to read comic books and write
stories for children.

The Good Pirate
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